


The ambition and primary objective of Alertness

To develop world leading capacity for the delivery 

of reliable and accurate Arctic weather forecasts 

and warnings for the benefit of maritime 

operations, business and society.

Sommarøya, Troms, 2015. Photo: Gunnar Noer. 



Scientific hypotheses

(i) improved observations and improved use of observations enable advances in Arctic

forecasting,

(ii) new ways to identify error compensation will create a pathway to sustained model

improvement, and

(iii) embracing forecast uncertainty will result in more robust forecasts of Arctic weather.



Four scientific objectives

1. Develop and apply verification metrics and diagnostics

for NWP in the Arctic

2. Improve use and assimilation of Arctic observations for

NWP

3. Enhance and improve NWP model capabilities and

diagnostics for high latitudes

4. Develop an Ensemble Prediction System optimized for

Arctic conditions





AROME Arctic
https://www.met.no/en/projects/The-weather-model-AROME-Arctic
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Alertness and APPLICATE



NWP model-intercomparison during YOPP SOPs
Mean SOP1 near-surface temperatures in short range forecasts

Many similarities between “model climatologies” and forecast error characteristics, 

but they also have distinct regional differences in climatology and skill.

More tomorrow in Morten’s presentation: A NWP model inter-comparison of surface weather 

parameters during the Year of Polar Prediction Special Observing Period Northern Hemisphere

IFS HRES AROME Arctic CAPS MF AROME

(ECMWF) (MET Norway) (ECCC) (Meteo France)



Red-control; blue-without 

SOP1, green- without all RS

Without all RS
Without SOP1

OSE experiments in Alertness



A future AROME Arctic EPS: Polar Low 2017-11-27

MSLP mean 

& standard deviation

Control-member:

MSLP, cloud-cover, wind, 

precipitation

Perturbed-member:

MSLP, cloud-cover, wind, 

precipitation



EPS runs for YOPP SOP1 period (08.03.2018 - 31.03.2018) 

● Model: harmonEPS40h1.1.1 (“AROME Arctic EPS”)
● Domain: AROME Arctic
● Members: Control + 10 perturbed
● IC perturbations: PertAna / SLAF
● Boundary perturbations: SLAF
● Surface perturbations: 

○ White noise spatially smoothed to a predefined correlation 
length scale. 

○ Applied additively or multiplicatively.
○ Rescaling and clipping of perturbation fields.

Evaluation of effect of SST perturbations and the associated 
added value of EPS vs deterministic runs

APPLICATE Task 5.3.4
Uncertainties in the sea ice and sea surface temperature boundary conditions for LAMs will 
be accounted for through a novel ensemble generation approach in a NWP framework using 
a high-resolution limited area model for an Arctic domain.



SST perturbations for YOPP SOP1 runs 



Towards an AROME Arctic EPS

In collaboration with APPLICATE (Task 5.3.4), assess the sensitivity to changes in sea ice and SST 
and develop novel methods to perturb these fields. 

>> Alertness will build on the work done in APPLICATE by assessing the impact of targeting 
perturbations where the uncertainty is greatest.

>> Further, the combined effects of sea ice perturbations and SST perturbations will be 
investigated.



Thank you for your attention!

jornk@met.no #alertnessarctic alertness.no



OSE experiments in Alertness

In frame of the APPLICATE project ECMWF is running OSE experiments (cf. Heather’s presentation) and 

sharing the results to be used as lateral boundary conditions (LBCs).

Two series of OSEs: with global and Arctic (lat >= 60) observations denial.

Scenarios: 
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(1)Control global

LBC1

(3)Control LAM(2)Denial global

LBC2

(4)Denial LAM

Case 1: LBC1 + (3) vs    LBC1 + (4) => impact of obs in LAM

Case 2: LBC1 + (4) vs   LBC2 + (4) => impact of obs through LBC in LAM

Case 3: Global vs Arctic denial          => impact of non-Arctic observations in Arctic (LAM)NWP

Case 2 (microwave)            Case 1 (microwave)

Impact of obs through LBC       Impact of obs in LAM            

Red- no microwave

Global & Regional

Blue- no microwave

Regional

Green- with  

microwave

Positive = positive impact





Follow us on www.alertness.no and #alertnessarctic

http://www.alertness.no

